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Abstract
I report on suspected nearby stars with proper motions 1.0′′ > µ ≥ 0.5′′/yr in the
southern sky (DEC = −90◦ to 00◦). This sample of slow-motion (SLOWMO) stars
complements the work of Jao (2004), who reported on faster moving stars with µ ≥
1.0′′/yr in the entire sky for his doctoral dissertation, and the work of Finch et al.
(2007), who uncovered stars moving slower than 0.5′′/yr between declinations −90◦
and −47◦. Characterizations of SLOWMO systems include trigonometric parallaxes,
optical and infrared photometry. For stars without trigonometric parallaxes, colors
and apparent magnitudes are used to calculate photometric distance estimates and
the statistics of this population of stars are analyzed. The SLOWMO sample is
comprised of 1906 total stars − 560 estimated to be less than 25 parsecs away, and
245 stars without parallaxes estimated to be within 25 parsecs.
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Introduction
At the dawn of the twenty-first century, scientific understanding of our Universe is
growing dramatically. Astronomers are looking to the edges of the Universe and
making important inroads into understanding some of the most exotic things that
exist. Yet we still have much to learn about our nearest stellar neighbors (Henry et al.
2006). Less than four years ago, SO 0253+1652 was discovered at just under 4 pc away
from our own Sun (Teegarden et al. 2003). Our own proper motion survey uncovered
SCR1845-6357 in 2003 and a definitive trigonometric parallax was published by Henry
et al. (2006). At a distance of 3.85 ± 0.02 pc, it is the 24th closest stellar system
(Henry et al. 2006). Clearly, the wealth of information to be gleaned from the nearest
stars has barely been tapped, even though this is one area of astronomy to which the
technology is most suited (Jao 2004).
The phrase “nearby stars” has different meanings to different research groups,
but for the purposes of this thesis, “nearby stars” are defined to be within 25 pc.
This is a somewhat arbitrary cutoff, but like most things in astronomy it is based on
tradition. Specifically, it is based on the convention used by the Third Catalogue
of Nearby Stars (CNS3), which included all known stars within 25 pc of the Sun
(Gliese & Jahreiß 1991). Gliese and Jahreiß used a preliminary version of the The
General Catalogue of Trigonometric Stellar Parallaxes (van Altena et al. 1995)
2for their compendium. All known stars with trigonometric parallax (Π) ≥ 0.0390′′
were included, though in the notes accompanying the catalog, they state that based
on other factors (e.g. photometry) it is obvious that some of the stars included are
not actually within 25 pc (Gliese & Jahreiß 1991). This is because they chose a “hard
cut-off” of 0.0390′′, regardless of whether the errors on these measurements might
allow them to be beyond 25 pc.
The 25 pc horizon has also been adopted by the Nearby Stars (NStars) project,
which has a primary goal of creating a precise database of information on nearby
stars that can be used in future NASA planet search efforts. The NStars Database
estimates that there should be at least 7500 stars within 25 pc, but currently only
∼ 2600 stars (in ∼2000 systems) are known, again highlighting the incompleteness of
the information about our Sun’s nearest neighbors (Henry et al. 2003). Undoubtedly,
there are many stars within 25 parsecs that have simply not been found (Henry
et al. 1997), but there are still hundreds more that have only been looked at once,
namely when they were originally discovered. There is no doubt that there is some
overlap between stars discovered by Luyten and Giclas decades ago but never further
investigated and stars currently not known to be within 25 pc. This thesis is, in part,
an attempt to find some of the overlap. It is possible to do this because many of the
stars discovered by Luyten and Giclas currently have enough information available to
determine photometric distances, almost entirely due to “all sky” surveys such as the
SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey (SSS) and the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS).
3Traditionally there have been two ways of discovering nearby stars en masse. One
is through proper motion searches and the other is through photometric distance
estimates. The two are often linked because uncovering stars with high proper motion
does not guarantee closeness, but yields a promising sample of stars on which to run
photometric distance estimates, provided there is photometric magnitude information
available about the stars. This thesis employs photometric distance estimates to
reveal nearby stars in the southern half of the sky with proper motions of 0.5′′/yr to
1.0′′/yr, thereby combining the two methods.
One of the best ways of discovering nearby stars is through proper motion searches.
Generally speaking, the larger the proper motion of a star, the closer the star lies to
our own Sun. This does not tell the whole story, of course. Stars in the Galactic halo
(discussed in more detail in §1.1) have intrinsically high velocities. However, given
the generally close correlation between large proper motion and greater proximity
to our Sun, it is unfortunate that hundreds of candidate nearby stars have not even
been included in the 25 pc sample yet because basic information such as photometry
and spectroscopy remains missing. Many nearby star candidates are included in the
work of Giclas et al. (1978) and Luyten (1979), who carried out monumental searches
for stars that exhibited proper motions, but detailed follow-up observations have not
been carried out. For example, a decade ago Henry et al. (1997) published results
of their trigonometric parallax for the nearby star LHS 1565 and found it was the
twentieth closest stellar system, although the star had been recognized as having a
4proper motion of 0.83′′/yr by Luyten no later than 1955 (Rodgers & Eggen 1974).
Stellar physics is fundamental to our understanding of our Solar System, Galaxy,
and Universe. Our own Sun has provided much of the useful information we know
about stars, and it is only because our Sun is the star nearest to us. It is not a
particularly special star; neither very young nor old, bright nor faint, massive nor
small, and so on. Its proximity to astronomers here on Earth is what makes it
extremely useful to us as a model for understanding other stars. The same can be
said of stars in the solar neighborhood. Though they are not quite so close, they are
still much more useful for detailed study than stars farther away. Nearby stars do not
require extremely large telescopes for observation. This automatically makes them
more attractive candidates for astronomers, as smaller telescopes are more numerous.
Despite all of the factors in favor of studying both our Sun and other nearby
stars, we still don’t fully understand our own Sun. We understand even less about
the stellar neighborhood. As Henry et al. (1997) demonstrated only ten years ago
(and again in 2006), we don’t even know all of the objects in our neighborhood, let
alone know everything there is to know about them. Even if we did fully understand
our Sun, we have ample reason to continue studying its neighbors. Although the
Sun is not especially massive, it is more massive than red dwarfs, which make up
approximately 70% of all stars (Henry et al. 2006). The disproportionate amount
of red dwarfs in the Universe should make the need to understand their stellar life
cycles obvious, but they are notoriously faint− none can be observed with the naked
5eye (Henry 2007). Objects this faint can only really be studied one way − if they are
nearby. Red giants have been imaged before, but only this year has a star smaller
than a red giant (other than our Sun) been imaged (Monnier et al. 2007), and that
required a resolution of ∼1 milliarcsecond − approximately ten times better than the
resolution of the Hubble Space Telescope (Monnier et al. 2007). The star, Altair,
is very nearby − only 5 pc away. Our Sun has a diameter about 10 times as large
as that of the smallest red dwarfs, suggesting it could be quite some time before we
have the capability to capture the image of one of the most abundant type of stars in
the Universe. The star nearest to our Sun, Proxima Centauri, lies only 1.3 pc away
but no one has even attempted to “take its picture”, although its radius has been
measured as being 0.145 Solar radii (Se´gransan et al. 2003).
Although it is currently possible to collect large amounts of useful data about stars
other than our Sun, Monnier et al. (2007) point out that these data are insufficient
for understanding some fundamental questions in astronomy that could be better
understood through direct imaging. These questions include angular momentum’s
role in the evolution of stars, the origins of stellar winds, the evolution of magnetic
fields, and the exchanges among close binaries (see Monnier et al. 2007, and the
references therein). The last point is of great importance as large numbers − ∼100%
of OB type stars, ∼60% of G type stars and ∼30% of M stars − are in binary or
multiple systems.
The value of studying nearby stars is not limited to increasing knowledge of stellar
6physics generally or our solar neighborhood in particular. On a larger scale, it helps
us understand the distribution of the types of stars there are (or have been) in our
Galaxy. On a smaller scale, the hunt for extrasolar planets, particularly Earth-like
ones, has reached a fever pitch in the last few years. Given the constraints of modern
technology, there is no better place to look for planets than circling nearby stars.
This is particularly true of nearby red dwarfs. Their low luminosity provides the best
opportunity for finding planetary companions of even lower luminosity. Although
red dwarfs were once thought to be unlikely hosts for planets, especially those that
might harbor life as we know it, they are now considered promising places to find life
outside of our own planet (Tarter et al. 2007). Many planets that would potentially
be the most suitable for further study will be missed if it is not known that the stars
are nearby and should therefore be monitored more closely. Koerner et al. (2003)
estimate the smallest planets that could be found using astrometry from the 0.9m
telescope at CTIO. They put the figure at one Jupiter-mass (MJ) if that planet is
8 pc away, orbiting at a distance of 5 AU from its host star, assuming its host is
a late M dwarf. If a star 20 pc away from the Sun orbits at that same distance
from a late K dwarf, the lower limit is a 13-MJ companion. (13-MJ represents the
deuterium-burning mass limit).
As of August 11, 2007, the data in The Extrasolar Planets Encyclopaedia (EPE)
(http://exoplanet.eu) lists 213 candidate planetary systems with a total of 249 plan-
ets. A quick sorting of these data reveals that the vast majority (∼92%) are found
7Table 1.1. Extrasolar Planets Summary.
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within 200 pc. A summary of the data from EPE is provided in Table 1.1. This, of
course, is because the targeted radial velocity surveys, which are responsible for 95%
of the detections, concentrate on the nearest stars. This is the case because observing
programs become photon starved as target stars grow fainter with distance. In addi-
tion, precision limits of the radial velocity technique limit the discoveries to massive
extrasolar planet candidates − 97% of those detected to date are at least 10 times
more massive than Earth.
Perhaps even more significant is the fact that only four of these planet candidates
have been imaged directly (Chauvin et al. 2004; Neuha¨user et al. 2005; Chauvin et al.
2005; Biller et al. 2006), and all of those are within 150 pc. This is despite the
very generous definition of a “planet” used by EPE. For example, SCR1845-6357B,
detected by Biller et al. (2006) only two years after RECONS first published its
discovery of SCR1845-6357, is considered to be one of these four planet candidates
that has been imaged directly, although the mass has only been narrowed down to a
8range of 9−65 MJup. The EPE itself uses 13MJup as the upper limit on masses to be
included as planets on its website. Neither RECONS nor Biller et al. (2006) consider
SCR1845-6357B to be a planet, and by the EPE’s own standards the upper mass
range estimation puts it well outside of the mass limit for inclusion in its database. It
is important to remember that the only way we can currently find planet candidates
to image at all is by finding their host stars first. It is also telling that the discovery
of SCR1845-6357B came only two years after the discovery of the main component
for the system. The rush to find new extrasolar planets and the reliance on proper
motion surveys should make the value of this type of astronomy obvious. The only
exceptions to this fact are the four planet candidates EPE lists as being discovered
by microlensing. These candidates lie between 2700 and 6500 pc from our Sun and
provide no real opportunity for follow-up. Thus, as microlensing is a one time, non-
repeatable occurrence, the more sensible and reliable method for uncovering of new
extrasolar planets clearly lies with detecting them circling nearby stars, rather than
waiting for serendipitous discovery.
Finally, the measurements provided by the EPE are based on the efforts of many
scientists and many publications of varying confidence levels. Given these constraints,
this information should only be considered a general indication of the proximity of
extrasolar planet candidates. However, it is still apparent that the discovery of ex-
trasolar planet candidates is heavily reliant on studies of nearby stars, which are in
turn dependent on proper motion surveys.
91.1 Proper Motion
Having a high proper motion is without doubt the most important clue that an
object in space is nearby. Proper Motion is the apparent motion of stars, relative to
the “fixed” background stars, perpendicular to the observer’s line of sight. Ancient
Greeks were the first astronomers to realize this fact. They observed certain celestial
bodies moving relative to “fixed” background stars and gave them a special term:
“wanderers”. These “wanderers” are what modern astronomers refer to as “planets”,
or more specifically Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. The apparent motion
of all of these planets can be observed over relatively short time periods (i.e. night
to night) without the need for telescopes. Using only geometric reasoning and the
naked eye, the Greeks realized these “wanderers” had to be close. We use the same
simple reasoning to this day to determine trigonometric parallaxes, albeit with more
sophisticated astronomical tools. The fact that distances to these nearby stars are
determined using simple geometry allows trigonometric parallaxes to be one of the
most accurate ways of measuring distances in all of astronomy. As a result, it serves
as a calibration tool for other methods of determining distances to objects farther
away. This is itself a reason this methodology has long been revered in astronomy,
but in the study of nearby stars it is nothing short of essential.
Proper motion is a concept familiar even to people who have never heard the
term. Upon looking at the night sky, a person might notice over weeks that the
nearest planets in our Solar System appear to move much more quickly than any
10
stellar objects in our night sky. The perceived motion is a combination of Earth’s
and the other planet’s motion around the Sun. A more studious person might even
observe that Mars moves quicker than Saturn or Jupiter. The fact that Mars appears
to move more quickly than the more distant planets in our Solar System, and all of
these in turn move more quickly than even nearby stars, is no mere coincidence.
Our Moon, all planets, and the stars exhibit radial velocity also, but the speed
at which they are moving away from us or towards us is largely inconsequential for
determining distances to nearby stars. It is the tangential velocity − the objects’
velocities across the sky (i.e. perpendicular to us) that reveals the closest objects.
For stars, which are not orbiting our Sun, there is a mathematical relation de-
scribing the correlation between distance and tangential velocity:
Vtan = 4.74µd
where d is the distance in pc, µ is the proper motion in arcseconds and Vtan is the
resulting tangential velocity in kilometers per second. An example of the nearest star,
Proxima Centauri, exhibiting proper motion can be found in Figure 1.1. It was only
in 1718 that Edmund Halley was able to confirm that the stars were indeed exhibiting
proper motion. He was able to do this only because the Greeks − specifically Ptolemy
− made charts of the stars that were inconsistent with what Halley observed in the
sky at night.
Nearby stars are not the only objects exhibiting high proper motion. Stars that
are members of the Galactic halo have intrinsically large velocities relative to our
11
Figure. 1.1 The Proper Motion of Proxima Centauri over a span of 17 years. Images
taken from SuperCOSMOS at B (left image) and R (right image).
Sun, while those in the Galactic plane have lower ones. Thus, a star’s transverse
velocity is not only related to distance but orbital shape and size around the Galactic
center. While some of these may simultaneously be nearby stars, Lepine et al. (2007)
reports that most studies estimate there is only one nearby halo star for every 200-
300 nearby disk stars. The Galactic halo stars, which are normally older than those
stars in the Galactic disk, also exhibit orbits very sharply inclined with respect to the
Galactic plane. While these objects are interesting in their own right and essential
in understanding our Galactic structure (Le´pine et al. 2002), they are not the focus
of this thesis. Individual halo objects may be present but they are not identified as
such.
Subdwarfs are sometimes found in the halo and are also frequently fast movers.
These metal-poor stars fall slightly below the main sequence on the Hertzprung-
Russell (H-R) diagram. They can also be nearby. Three of the 249 systems included
12
in the RECONS sample are subdwarfs but in the SLOWMO sample the number of
subdwarfs is harder to pin down. This is due to several factors, the most important
being that no follow up spectroscopy has been done on the candidates found in the
SLOWMO search. However, these stars can be roughly separated from the general
population of stars based on their tangential velocities, as discussed in §4.3.
1.2 Trigonometric Parallax
Trigonometric parallax (Π) has a long and distinguished place in the rich history of
astronomy. It is the most accurate way to determine a distance to a star, and it is
based on a simple inverse relationship
Π = distance−1
The parallax Π has units of arcseconds and the distance has units of parsecs. Because
of its simplicity and reliability, it forms a basic rung on the “cosmic distance ladder”.
While the ancient Greeks noticed the planets were moving, they could not confirm
that the stars were. Although several astronomers had attempted to measure stellar
parallax before, among them Hooke, Flamsteed, Cassini, and Halley himself, none
were successful because the telescopes at the time were not adequate in measuring
the tiny angles involved. This is no surprise, as even the nearest star system, Alpha
Centauri, has a trigonometric parallax of only ∼0.75′′. However, in the year 1838,
there were multiple simultaneous breakthroughs. While Friedrich Bessel is credited
as measuring the first stellar parallax − that of 61 Cygni − Struve and Henderson
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measured the parallaxes of Vega and Alpha Centauri, respectively, that same year.
Stellar parallax was one of the final nails in the coffin of the geocentric model of
the Universe widely held by many ancients, including prominent Greeks, Aristotle
and Ptolemy. This is because the trigonometric parallax of a star is only apparent
because the Earth circles the Sun. Actually, the fact that stellar parallax was not seen
sooner was often used as proof of the geocentric model. It was already understood
that parallax should be seen, and prior to Bessel and Halley, the fact that stellar
parallax and proper motions were not observed was considered a major weakness in
the heliocentric model.
Because it typically requires a bare minimum of six months, trigonometric par-
allaxes are more time consuming than the average one-time snapshot required in
estimating stellar distances photometrically. It is, however, the most accurate way of
determining distances to stars other than our Sun and therefore provides a calibra-
tion tool with which to determine the reliability of photometric distance estimates.
Trigonometric parallaxes provide a crucial rung on the distance ladder which supports
measures of distances to clusters, and out to the furthest galaxies and quasars.
1.3 Photometric Distance Estimates
While proper motion surveys draw attention to candidates with the highest probabil-
ity of being nearby, it is apparent due to reasons described in §1.1 that this technique
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alone is insufficient in determining whether stars are nearby. This is where photo-
metric distance estimates are useful.
Photometric distance estimates are based on the fundamental assumption that
the farther away a star is, the fainter it will appear. If all of the stars being studied
are on the “main sequence”, then we can determine their luminosities using the H-R
diagram. Two stars in the same place on the H-R diagram by definition have same
luminosity. If the trigonometric parallax to one of the stars has been measured, the
distance to the second star is easily estimated if we can quantify its relative brightness.
Naturally, the relationship is more complex than this because it does not take into
account that not all stars fall onto the main sequence. The details of the photometric
distance estimates used in this work will be provided in Chapter 4.
1.4 Goals and Motivation
Dr. Todd Henry, of Georgia State University, has been studying nearby stars for
years, but there are still more that need further investigation. To that end, in 1994
he started the Research Consortium on Nearby Stars (RECONS) with the goal of
understanding the nature of the Sun’s nearest stellar neighbors, both individually and
as a population. RECONS aims to discover the “missing” stars within 10 parsecs, and
to characterize all stars within that distance limit. Using astrometry, photometry, and
spectroscopy at optical and infrared wavelengths plus companionship studies, 28 new
stellar systems within 10 pc have been found as of 2007, and more will be revealed in
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the future. For the entire population, RECONS determines the luminosity function,
mass function, and multiplicity fraction of nearby stars.
It is generally assumed that we know most of the stars within 5 pc of the Sun. This
is not an entirely safe assumption, as demonstrated by Henry et al. (1997), Teegarden
et al. (2003) and Hambly et al. (2004), but the assumption is probably not wildly
inaccurate. Assuming constant density out to 10 pc, it has been shown that there are
still ∼130 systems missing between 5 and 10 pc (Henry et al. 1997), many of which
are expected to have moderately high, but not extreme proper motions.
Giclas and Luyten found the vast majority of stars with proper motions greater
than 0.5′′/yr, yet many of those stars have never had follow up observations (Reid
& Gizis 2005), because modern astronomers in the field of nearby stars have focused
mainly on outright discovery. Based on the equation given in §1.1, one can see there
is an inverse relationship between the distance to an object and its apparent proper
motion. It is therefore plausible and even likely that many of the “missing” stars are
contained within the huge proper motion surveys conducted by Giclas and Luyten.
In the course of writing this thesis, I’ve found numerous examples of Luyten stars
that were discovered decades ago but remain uninvestigated. While the desire to
discover previously unknown stars is understandable, it is also important to look at
the information already available to us. This is one of the goals of this thesis −




Creating a Comprehensive List of
SLOWMO Stars
2.1 The Surveys
In an attempt to contribute to the scientific body of knowledge about nearby stars,
I started a systematic search for stars within specific parameters − namely those
moving with proper motions between 0.5′′ ≤ µ < 1.0′′/yr and with declinations −90◦
to 00◦, called the SLOWMO sample. Those within 25 pc are candidates for extensive
follow-up as part of the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory Parallax Investiga-
tion (CTIOPI) program.
Despite the fact that many contemporary surveys are being conducted with dras-
tically superior computers and telescopes, it is still true that the vast majority in
the SLOWMO sample were first observed by Luyten (1955, 1979) and Giclas et al.
(1978), pioneers in the study of nearby stars. In 1978, Giclas published a catalog of
2758 stars with proper motions between 0.2′′/yr and 6.15 ′′/yr in the southern hemi-
sphere (Giclas et al. 1978). Also of particular relevance to this SLOWMO sample is
the work of Luyten. In his landmark 1979 catalog, which incorporated much of the
Giclas work as well as others, he acknowledges that several of the stars now bearing
his name only do so because another early pioneer, Robert Innes, did not name the
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stars he discovered.
SLOWMO also includes stars discovered by several contemporary astronomers
(and their respective teams) including Deacon et al. (2005a), Le´pine et al. (2002);
Le´pine (2005), Pokorny et al. (2004), Ruiz et al. (2001), Scholz et al. (2000, 2002,
2004), and Wroblewski and collaborators who published studies from 1994-2001 (Wrob-
lewski & Torres 1994a,b, 1989, 1996, 1997b,a,c; Wroblewski & Costa 1999, 2001), plus
our own SuperCOSMOS-RECONS (SCR) effort (Hambly et al. 2004; Henry et al.
2004; Deacon et al. 2005b; Subasavage et al. 2005a,b; Finch et al. 2007). The clos-
ing date for inclusion in this thesis is July 1, 2007. All of those sources contributed
many stars to the SLOWMO sample but several others supplemented, among them
Burgasser et al. (1999); Gizis et al. (1997); Harrington & Dahn (1980); Hawkins &
Bessell (1988); McLean et al. (2001); Oppenheimer et al. (2001); Phan-Bao et al.
(2001, 2003); Tsvetanov et al. (2000). The SLOWMO sample is currently comprised
of 1906 stars. For the purposes of this thesis, credit is given to the research team
that first published the proper motion of the stars involved. These references are
summarized in Table 2.1, and the sky locations of SLOWMO stars are mapped out
in Figure 2.1.
The papers included in this thesis are only part of the literature reviewed in search
of more SLOWMO stars. Other sources were considered but did not contribute to the
SLOWMO sample because the stars had already been included (e.g. Reyle´ & Robin
2004) or were exclusively in the northern sky (e.g. Scholz et al. 2001; Burgasser et al.
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Table 2.1. Proper Motion Surveys and Number of Stars in SLOWMO Sample.
Survey # of Stars DEC Covered # of Papers
LHS (includes Giclas) 1395 −90◦ > 0◦ 1
SUPERBLINK (Le´pine et al.) 130 −90◦ > 0◦ 2
SuperCOSMOS-RECONS 103 −90◦ > 0◦ 4
Pokorny et al. 88 −90◦ > 0◦ 2
SIPS (Deacon et al.) 61 −90◦ > 0◦ 2
Scholz and Co-Is 43 −90◦ > −13◦ 3
WT (Wroblewski and Co-Is) 41 −90◦ > 0◦ 7
Ruiz et al. 12 −50◦ > −23◦ 2
Kendall et al. 4 −64◦ > −13◦ 1
Lodieu et al. 3 −70◦ > −20◦ 1
Reid et al. 3 −28◦ > −9◦ 1
Reyle et al. 3 −47◦ > −38◦ 1
Others 20 varies 15
2005). Others contained stars moving too fast (e.g. Scholz et al. 2002; Biller et al.
2006) or too slowly (e.g. Goto et al. 2003), and sometimes a combination of such
factors (i.e. some stars are moving too slowly and some are too far north), as in
Jahreiß et al. (2001). Because of the large volume of literature, it is difficult to say
how complete the SLOWMO sample might be; however, the majority of stars are
uncovered in proper motion surveys that produce large numbers of stars, as Table
2.1 shows. All of the major nearby star surveys are included in this thesis, so it is
probably fairly complete.
While identifying nearby stars through proper motion surveys is in itself a worthy
achievement, simple discovery is insufficient to determine a star’s true nature. It is
the goal of this thesis and RECONS as a whole to characterize our nearest stellar
neighbors as completely as possible.
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Figure. 2.1 Sky Distribution of SLOWMO Stars. The dark line represents the Galactic
curve. · = LHS stars, ♦ = SIPS stars, 4 = Le´pine stars,  = Scholz stars, × =
LEHPM stars, * = SCR stars, and + = WT stars.
2.2 Why this Range of Proper Motions and
Declinations for SLOWMO?
Nearby stars are moving at a huge range of perceived proper motions and picking
which range of speeds would be included in the SLOWMO sample was a joint effort
among members of the RECONS team. It had already been decided that stars moving
faster than 1.0′′/yr would be called “MOTION” stars. The sample of stars moving 1.0′′
> µ ≥ 0.5′′/yr that are the subject of this thesis were dubbed “SLOWMO” stars, and
the slowest moving stars RECONS studies− those with 0.5′′ > µ ≥ 0.2′′/yr were given
the name “MIMIMO”. Everyone in RECONS agreed that proper motions of 0.5′′/yr
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and 1.0′′/yr were natural cutoffs, as inspired by Luyten’s divisions. For example, in
his Luyten Half -Second Catalogue (LHS), he looked at only stars moving faster than
0.5′′/yr. He named the stars in his catalog “LHS” plus a sequential (by RA) number.
He differentiated stars moving faster than 1.0′′/yr by assigning them numbers less
than 1000, while Luyten stars with lower µ have numbers above 1000.
The New Luyten Catalogue of Stars with Proper Motions Larger than Two
Tenths of an Arcsecond (NLTT, Luyten 1979) and the First Supplement to the
NLTT Catalogue (Luyten 1980) cover the entire sky and comprise the most compre-
hensive catalog of its time, listing 58,845 objects. Though the title of the catalogue
suggests only stars with µ ≥ 0.200 ′′/yr should be in it, there are 14,795 with 0.199
′′/yr > µ ≥ 0.180 ′′/yr and 152 with 0.179 ′′/yr > µ ≥ 0.040 ′′/yr. The bulk of
stars have 0.499′′/yr > µ ≥ 0.200′′/yr, including 40285 total entries. A far more
exclusive group of 3081 stars fall into the SLOWMO category − those stars with
1.0′′ > µ ≥ 0.5′′/yr. Of these, 1639 (53%) are found in the northern sky and 1442
(47%) in the southern sky. The final 531 entries in the NLTT have µ ≥ 1.0′′/yr.
The Luyten Half -Second Catalogue (LHS) contains only stars moving faster than
0.5′′/yr (Luyten 1979).
Another instructive example of the relative numbers of stars available for the
MINIMO, SLOWMO, and MOTION samples comes from Giclas’s 1978 previously
mentioned sample of 2758 southern proper motion stars. Those stars can be broken
down into proper motion categories yielding only 319 stars that qualify as SLOWMO
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members and 52 moving faster than 1.0′′/yr. This leaves 2387 stars that would fall
into sample of stars moving 0.5′′ > µ ≥ 0.2′′/yr. Using the Giclas sample as a rough
guide, this means approximately 87% of stars observed to have perceived proper
motions larger than 0.2′′/yr are moving slower than 0.50′′/yr.
Jao (2004) studied proper motion stars, namely those moving faster than 1.0′′/yr,
for his doctoral dissertation. He named this sample of stars MOTION. When I began
working on this thesis in 2005, it became clear that including all stars slower than
1.0′′/yr would be an almost insurmountable task. There are relatively few stars
moving at speeds greater than 1.0′′/yr, but using Giclas’s catalog as a representative
sample, this number goes up by a factor of approximately six if stars with proper
motions 1.0′′ > µ ≥ 0.5′′/yr are considered. If all stars moving slower than 1.0′′/yr
are included, the sample goes up by a factor of approximately 52.
Finch et al. (2007) began a thesis project at about the same time I started this
one. The Finch et al. (2007) survey with µ < 0.5′′/yr between declinations −90◦ and
−47◦ focused on stars that were found as part of our SuperCOSMOS-RECONS search
that had not been previously identified. This resulted in 1684 new stellar systems.
This still leaves the vast majority of stars that were discovered in the past or by our
contemporaries moving slower than 0.5′′/yr untouched by RECONS because we have
not explored the sky from −47◦ to +90◦. A complete full sky survey for stars with µ
< 0.5′′/yr is a daunting task. For example, a search for stars 0.5′′/yr > µ ≥ 0.1′′/yr at
−0 > δ > −90 undertaken by Deacon & Hambly (2007) uncovered 6900 stars. Most
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of those had been previously discovered but there were a few new ones, although it
is unknown precisely how many overlap with the Finch MINIMO sample. Deacon et
al. call their sample the Southern Infrared Proper Motion Survey (SIPS), and focus
exclusively on the stars that are generally visible only in the infrared.
Both the Deacon and the Finch samples are just the stars uncovered by searching
via SuperCOSMOS “trawls”. These trawls are described in detail in Hambly et al.
(2004), but briefly, they utilize data from the SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey (SSS)−
a massive project that scanned and digitized photographic plates from four distinct
epochs. Additional information about the photographic plates that are the basis
for these samples can be found in §3.2.2. As described in detail in Hambly et al.
(2004), the images were matched to one another to find proper motion stars. Stars
with exact positional matches on all available plates are then “discarded”, as they
are of no further value in proper motion surveys. The remaining images are then
narrowed down again by excluding those with astrometric solutions outside the range
of interest, which in this case are those stars with 1.0′′/yr > µ ≥ 0.5′′/yr. Images
with goodness-of-fit χ2 < 1 are also discarded. I’ve discovered, both by participating
in the SCR surveys and by creating a comprehensive list of all stars moving between
0.5′′/yr and 1.0′′/yr, that there are many stars that cannot be found via this method,
or by any other single method. For example, the stars LSRJ 08186-3110, SIPS0820-
0355, and SCR0821-6703 are all relatively close to one another in RA, yet it took
three different search methods to find them all. A similar example involves the stars
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LSRJ08276-3003, SCR0829-2951, SCR0829-6203 and SSSPM0829-1309. It is easy
to understand how Luyten would miss SSPM0829-1309 with a B magnitude of only
22.54, but the other three stars are fairly bright, with B magnitudes of 16.08, 16.00,
and 17.78, respectively. Luyten himself found LHS2017 (RA = 08 29 40.3 DEC =
−01 44 36.5) and LHS2010 (RA = 08 27 11.92 DEC = −44 59 25.6), suggesting that
both this RA and DEC were searched by him. This highlights the importance of
searching at various wavelengths and by various methods in finding our missing solar
neighbors.
Le´pine in particular has done an outstanding job of finding stars in the Galactic
plane that are not recovered by SuperCOSMOS trawls, which avoid the Galactic
plane altogether because of confusion issues, such as overlapping sources. Le´pine
et al. (2002) use software they developed called “SUPERBLINK”, an automated
blink comparator. SUPERBLINK uses Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS)
plates obtained via the Digitized Sky Survey (DSS), where the original POSS (POSS-
I) plates taken approximately 50 years ago are utilized as a reference frame. The
SUPERBLINK software then takes plate scans from POSS data acquired beginning
in 1986 (POSS-II) and matches images to the POSS-I scans. The images are then
subtracted from one another to reveal the differences. Although both POSS images
utilized by SUPERBLINK were taken with red filters, they use slightly different
emulsions − xx103aE (with a plexiglass filter) for the POSS-I images and IIIaF (with
an RG610 filter) for the POSS-II images. Le´pine et al. (2002) were very successful
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in recovering Luyten’s faint stars moving less than 2.0′′/yr, with a recovery rate of
99.5%. However, even SUPERBLINK has its areas of weakness, including an upper
limit of 2.0′′/yr for the proper motions of stars that can be discovered. Stars too
bright (approximately R > 9) cannot be recovered or discovered via this method.
SUPERBLINK works best for stars with about 19 > R > 12 (Le´pine et al. 2002).
Stars discovered by Le´pine et al. are given the prefix “LSR” for Le´pine, Shara, and
Rich, the last names of the team members who developed “SUPERBLINK”.
The SuperCOSMOS trawl, NLTT catalog and all of the others listed above were
the main sources for the SLOWMO sample, but the Liverpool Edinburgh High Proper
Motion (LEHPM) Survey is another large survey I have included. It was published by
Pokorny in two parts − one in 2003 and the more complete version which superceded
that in 2004 (Pokorny et al. 2003, 2004). In addition to the larger surveys, many small
surveys and papers reporting the discovery of just a single star have been published
(e.g. Lepine et al. 2007). As a result, astronomers often “discover” the same stars
without realizing it. While SIMBAD is useful about 90% of the time in determining
if a star has already been discovered, even the people responsible for this massive
database cannot constantly be on top of every small survey to come out. The large
surveys can also be neglected for whatever reason − I discovered in the process of
making this list that NLTT stars are only entered into the SIMBAD database if they
have been studied beyond their original discovery.
There have also been many simultaneous discoveries. For example, the first SIPS
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survey, Le´pine’s southern star sample, and our own SCR survey came out in 2005
and had much overlapping information. Therefore, even if the formats were identical,
it isn’t as simple as just sorting all of the stars into one huge file. Every line must
be checked by eye. Often the stars themselves must be checked by eye, which was
the case with many of the NLTT stars that fell into the SLOWMO sample. To be
precise, there were 547 NLTT stars that were either not in the SIMBAD database or
were not recognized as being the same as an LHS star. All LHS stars appear to be in
the SIMBAD database, so this lack of cross-referencing is somewhat confounding. I
checked all of the NLTT stars that were not crosslisted under their LHS names by eye
for duplicates and in the end, only 27 were discoveries new to the SLOWMO sample
from the NLTT catalog (i.e. they were not included in Luyten’s original Half-Second
Survey).
These examples demonstrate the difficulty of compiling a complete, comprehen-
sive sample of proper motion stars. There is no one source for any of the relevant
astrometric, photometric, or spectroscopic information. A quick summary of the
SLOWMO sample statistics can be found in Appendix A. The complete SLOWMO
sample, with names, coordinates, proper motions, BRI and JHK photometry, and





For a fair portion of the stars involved in the SLOWMO sample, there is already some
data available. In all of the original surveys, the authors provide some quantitative
measures of their respective samples. However, these data are far from “complete”.
One of the things RECONS excels at is employing a variety of methods (astrometry,
photometry and spectroscopy) to determine the nature of nearby stars. Generally,
the surveys featured in this thesis that were not undertaken by RECONS focus on
just one of these observational techniques. Although it is beyond the scope of this
thesis to include complete characterizations of the SLOWMO sample via new data,
this thesis is the first part of the process RECONS routinely employs when the group
sets about finding and characterizing our stellar neighbors. Based on preliminary
photometric distance estimates provided by this thesis, stars determined to be within
25 pc will continue to be studied by the group. The goal is a comprehensive, sys-
tematic, and complete collection of information about the solar neighborhood. The




Astrometric information for the SLOWMO sample can be found in Appendix B.
Initially the coordinates were extracted during the original SuperCOSMOS trawl, but
many of the stars in the SLOWMO sample were not recovered, and therefore were
not in the sample at the beginning. All stars have been visually checked for JHK
magnitudes using the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS) as described in §3.2.4,
and those coordinates are generally the most accurate available. RECONS has found
that this is particularly the case for stars fainter than V ∼ 9. For stars brighter than
that, Hipparcos provides the most reliable astrometry because saturation often makes
a reliable plate measurement or measurement from 2MASS difficult. However, in the
interest of having a uniform set of coordinates, the ones obtained from 2MASS are
given preference in this thesis. There are several stars not in the 2MASS database, and
therefore those stars don’t have coordinates in Appendix B. All coordinates provided
by 2MASS are given at the J2000.0 epoch with respect to the International Celestial
Reference System.
The proper motions cited in this paper come from a variety of sources. 2MASS
does not furnish proper motions at all because it was generally a single epoch sur-
vey. Again, RECONS has established that the most reliable proper motions (µ) and
position angles (θ) are from Hipparcos for stars with V < 9. As is the case with the
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coordinates, this is also due to saturation problems on photographic plates. For stars
fainter than that, RECONS has established an order of preference for sources based
on accuracy. We find that Le´pine generally has the most reliable µ and θ, followed by
the LHS catalog, and after that the NLTT catalog. If none of these catalogs contains
a given SLOWMO star (and therefore the proper motions), Giclas’s astrometry is
preferred. Data from SuperCOSMOS comes after that, and then finally, if µ and θ
are not available from any other source, the data from LEHPM is used.
Even those seven surveys (Hipparcos for bright stars and the six listed above
for faint stars) did not yield proper motions and position angles for all stars in the
SLOWMO sample; other sources had to be used as well. Several of the sources were
used with enough frequency that it warrants mentioning them here. For all SIPS
stars, the source for µ and θ was ultimately SuperCOSMOS, as is the case with SCR
and LEHPM stars. All Wroblewski/Torres (“WT”) stars had astrometry provided by
their respective source papers (Wroblewski & Torres 1994a,b, 1989, 1996, 1997b,a,c;
Wroblewski & Costa 1999, 2001).
3.2.2 BRI Photometry from plates
All of the stars in the SLOWMO sample have been observed via photographic plate
campaigns at some point in time. The image data have been incorporated into the
SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey (SSS). SuperCOSMOS is a photographic plate digitizer
employed at the Royal Observatory in Edinburgh. Details on this project can be found
in a series of papers on the topic by Hambly et al. (2001a,b,c), but briefly, SuperCOS-
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MOS provides Schmidt photographic observations for four colors (BJ , RESO−R, R59F ,
IIV N ) available online. R comes from two different epochs and sources at slightly dif-
ferent colors, providing a total of four images of interest. The first R epoch comes
from the ESO Schmidt Telescope Red Southern Survey (IIIaF emulsion) data col-
lected from 1978 to 1990 and is denoted by ESO-R, hereafter referred to as R1. The
second R epoch comes from the UK Schmidt Telescope Red (IIIaF emulsion) South-
ern (Second Epoch) & Equatorial Surveys done from 1984 to 2000, denoted by R59F
and hereafter referred to as R2 (Hambly et al. 2004). The B magnitude comes from
the UK Schmidt Telescope Blue (IIIaJ emulsion) Southern & Equatorial Survey data
collected from 1974 to 1994. The I magnitudes for the SLOWMO sample are from
the UK Schmidt Telescope near InfraRed (IVN emulsion) Southern Survey, noted as
IIV N . This survey began in 1978 and is ongoing (Hambly et al. 2001c).
Filling in missing BRI magnitudes is, in the best case scenario, just a matter of
obtaining that information via SuperCOSMOS trawls as described by Hambly et al.
(2004). However, the BRI magnitudes gleaned (if there are any) from SuperCOSMOS
for bright stars are often not accurate due to halo effects on the photographic plates, so
reliable BRI magnitudes for stars with B < 9, R < 8, and I < 7 cannot be obtained.
At all magnitudes, there are occasionally several sources in the immediate vicinity that
complicate the matter of choosing the correct data. BRI photometry and photometric
distance estimates using BRIJHK for SLOWMO stars from SuperCOSMOS appears
in Appendix B.
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3.2.3 V RI Photometry from CCDs
There are a number of sources that meet the rigorous standards of the RECONS
group for V RI photometry. When available, I have used V RI photometry the group
itself has taken (for more information on this, see § 3.3.1). If no data from RECONS
were available, data came primarily from Bessell (1990, 1991) and Weis (1996). Other
sources include Costa & Me´ndez (2003); Costa et al. (2005, 2006); Koen et al. (2002)
and Sandage & Kowal (1986).
3.2.4 JHK Photometry from 2MASS
This thesis also makes use of data products from the Two Micron All Sky Survey
(2MASS), which is a joint project of the University of Massachusetts and the Infrared
Processing and Analysis Center/California Institute of Technology, funded by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National Science Foundation.
The stars in the SLOWMO sample have been observed by 2MASS at J (1.24 µm),
H (1.66 µm), and K (2.16 µm) passbands (Skrutskie et al. 2006). The process
for determining which JHK magnitudes match the star of interest was similar to
the one for BRI magnitudes, with the added advantage of being able to view the
datapoints overlaid on the star field. All stars in the SLOWMO sample have been
inspected visually in 2MASS by me or someone else on the RECONS team. JHK
photometry from 2MASS for SLOWMO stars appears in Appendix B. Stars without
JHK magnitudes listed in Appendix B do not have reliable 2MASS magnitudes. In
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most instances, too many sources were crowding the field, making choosing the correct
star impossible. There is normally a process of elimination one can go through to
determine which information goes with the star of interest. 2MASS provides a view
of the point sources in the field and places a red marker where the star should be.
As all stars in the SLOWMO sample are high proper motion stars, they generally
do not coincide with the red marker because they have moved since the coordinates
were originally obtained. In uncrowded fields, it is easy to determine the correct
point source by looking at the position angle of a star’s proper motion. There were
several instances of a star’s reported proper motion position angle not matching with
the angle between the nearest red marker and any available point source, so in those
cases the JHK columns for stars in the SLOWMO sample have been left blank.
3.2.5 Trigonometric Parallaxes
Comprehensive information about parallax is, like data based on anything else in
the search for nearby stars, rather patchy. While the Y ale Parallax Catalog (YPC)
provided a comprehensive summary of ground-based parallax data in 1995, there is no
available parallax data for a vast majority of nearby stars. The space-based Hipparcos
Mission filled in some of the holes, but only obtained data for stars brighter than
approximately 12th magnitude at V (Perryman & ESA 1997).
30% of the stars in the SLOWMO sample have available parallax information.
Generally this information comes from the Yale Parallax Catalog (van Altena et al.
1995) or the Hipparcos Catalog (Perryman & ESA 1997). The Y ale Parallax Catalog
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contains 15,994 parallaxes for 8112 stars. The authors state that ∼2300 stars in YPC
are not found in Hipparcos (van Altena et al. 1995). The Hipparcos Satellite took data
from November 1989 to March 1993. The Hipparcos Catalogue is the culmination of
data from an astrometric mission undertaken by the European Space Agency (ESA)
and includes astrometric results for 118,218 stars (Perryman & ESA 1997). Other
sources for trigonometric parallaxes included Dahn et al. (2002); Gatewood et al.
(2003); So¨derhjelm (1999); Tinney (1996).
3.3 New Data
3.3.1 VRI Photometry from CTIO
RECONS has already studied some of the stars in the SLOWMO sample and all data
available from our own previous efforts have been included up through September
1,2007. For the purposes of SLOWMO, the first data of interest is V RI photom-
etry. Utilizing the 0.9m telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory,
V J , RKC and IKC are obtained with a 2048 X 2046 Tektronix CCD using the Tek
2 V RI filter set. The data were reduced via Image Reduction and Analysis Facility
(IRAF) at Georgia State University using typical bias subtraction and dome flat-
fielding. Calibration frames for this process are taken at the beginning of each night.
Additionally, consistently during the night and through a variety of air masses, stan-
dard stars were observed to calculate extinction corrections and to obtain measured
fluxes. However, there are a great number of stars in the sample that have not been
33
studied by RECONS thus far, and one of the goals of this thesis is to provide a list of
the most compelling targets. The methods of our observations and data reductions
are described in detail in the TSN paper series, e.g. Jao et al. (2005). All V RI
photometry from our own telescope time plus estimated distances using V RIJHK
photometry for the SLOWMO sample appear in Table 3.1.
Due to the cooperation of the weather, in August of 2007, we were able to obtain
V RI photometry for five of the most interesting stars in this sample. These include
2MA0446-1116, 2MA1651-2719, LSR1809-0219, LHS1051, and LHS1367. 2MA0446-
1116 is an M3 dwarf that is estimated to be at 10.2 pc. It was uncovered by Reid
et al. (2007), as was 2MA1651-2719, an M4 dwarf estimated to be at 4.9 pc. The
photometric distance estimates for these two stars using BRIJHK are based on a
relatively weak ensemble of color relations (7 for the former and 2 for the latter),
so it was essential that more colors be filled in for more accurate estimates using
V RIJHK, which ended up being 11.3 pc and 32.17 pc, respectively. LSR1809-0219
was found by Le´pine et al. (2002) and was estimated to be at 11.9 pc, based on
a relatively strong 11 color relations. It is, however, relatively faint (B ∼17) and
therefore had no V RI photometry until this telescope run. Its V RI magnitudes of
15.09, 13.69, and 11.91, respectively, gave a new photometric distance estimate of 16.2
pc. LHS1051 and LHS 1367 were estimated to be at 14.0 pc and 12.7 pc, respectively.
Both had no reliable V RI photometry but they do now, and their new photometric
distance estimates are 17.6 and 13.1 pc, respectively. Finders for all five stars are
34













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.3.2 Trigonometric Parallaxes from CTIO
Figure 3.1 shows how many SLOWMO stars with available trigonometric parallaxes
are within 5 pc, 5-10 pc, 10-15 pc, etc., up to 100 pc. In addition to being a source for
much of the V RI photometry data in this thesis, RECONS is also a source of trigono-
metric parallax information. In fact, RECONS is one of the last remaining groups
still studying the stars with this method. It is easy to understand why; it requires a
considerable amount of time and dedication. The darker portions of the histogram in
Figure 3.1 represent stars for which RECONS has measured trigonometric parallaxes
during CTIOPI. There are 17 stars in the SLOWMO sample that have trigonometric
parallaxes exclusively from RECONS, although in total, RECONS has Π for 5% of
the 584 stars with parallaxes.
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Figure. 3.1 Number of SLOWMO Stars vs. Given Πtrig Distance, Based on Stars with
Trigonometric Parallaxes. Stars which have Π published by the RECONS team are




In §4.1 and §4.2, I discuss the relative accuracies of distance estimates for stars in the
SLOWMO sample using BRIJHK photometry and V RIJHK photometry. Com-
parisons of the various methods can be found in Figures 4.2-4.4.
4.1 Distance Estimates using BRIJHK
Using a series of relations specifically made for Hambly et al. (2004), photometric
distance estimates can be calculated for stars with at least one BRI magnitude and at
least one JHK magnitude. These distance estimates are most reliable for red dwarfs
and assume that stars being examined lie on the main sequence and are single. Even
in the best case scenario − a red dwarf in a single star system, the method has an
inherent average error of ∼26% (Hambly et al. 2004). There is a possible suite of 11
relations that are combined to derive a final plate distance. Estimated distances of
SLOWMO stars can be found in Table B.1 in Appendix B and are shown in Figure
4.1. Only distances derived from more than six relations are included in Fig. 4.1, and
all known multiples (including unresolved ones) have also been eliminated. 239 stars
did not have BRIJHK plate distance estimates at all. Note that the bulk of stars
(∼67%) moving between 1.0′′/yr > µ ≥ 0.5′′/yr fall within 40 pc.
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Figure. 4.1 Number of SLOWMO stars vs Distance, based on stars with at least 6
color relations, using BRIJHK photometric distance estimates.
In Figure 4.2, BRIJHK distance estimates have been plotted against trigonomet-
ric distances for all stars in the SLOWMO sample that have both distances available,
out to 50 pc, excluding known multiples. The photometric distance estimates tend
to be smaller than the trigonometric distances, highlighting the importance of the
latter in determining true distances to the stars. One of the reasons the photometric
distance estimates tend to be smaller is because not all doubles have been accounted
for − yet another reason trigonometric parallaxes are superior. Poor photometry can
also skew the distance estimate. The photometry provided by SuperCOSMOS is not
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“bad”, but there are often multiple choices for a given star that can only be worked
out by comparing photometry in different filters. The choice may be obvious − a
red dwarf that already has a confirmed J magnitude of 10 cannot possibly have a B
magnitude of 8, for example. Other times the choice isn’t so obvious, and therein lies
a possible error. However, in the “grand scheme” of astronomy, it’s worth noting that
an error placing a star 20, 40, or even 1000 pc from its true distance is a remarkable
achievement.
4.2 Distance Estimates using V RIJHK
Distance estimates can also be made using V RIJHK relations. As Figure 4.3 shows,
V RIJHK distance estimates tend to be more reliable than those using BRIJHK
estimates (Figure 4.2). The primary reason for this is because all adopted V RI
photometry is of superior quality tp the plate BRI photometry. As pointed out in
§3.2.3, RECONS has very high standards for V RI photometry, and those standards
apply not only to the data we have personally obtained and reduced, but also in-
forms our inclusion of other sources. While BRIJHK photometry based evaluations
tend to underestimate the true distance to an object, as demonstrated in Figure 4.2,
V RIJHK based evaluations tend to overestimate a subset of the stars’ true distances,
as shown in Figure 4.3, if the star isn’t a main sequence dwarf (i.e. it is a subdwarf).
The “problem” of multiples has been accounted for, as in the process of obtaining and
evaluating photometry for specific targets, multiples will be uncovered, so they do not
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Figure. 4.2 A Comparison of BRIJHK and Trigonometric Parallax distance esti-
mates.
skew those distance estimates that are based on V RIJHK photometry. Unknown
multiples undoubtedly contribute to the underestimation of distances in BRIJHK
photometry because the stars are not looked at individually, but instead come from
surveys with an eye towards capturing the whole sky rather than specific targets,
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and multiples appear overly luminous. Although this issue is resolved when observers
look at individual objects, subdwarfs are still not positively identified until spectra
are taken. Due to time constraints, the work for this thesis did not involved taking
spectra for any of the objects in the SLOWMO sample, and many of the source pa-
pers did not provide spectral analysis. Therefore, subdwarfs are still a “problem” in
Figure 4.3, as they are underluminous compared to stars of the same spectral type
that lie on the main sequence. Overall, the V RIJHK distance estimates still more
closely approximate the distances determined by trigonometric parallaxes, despite the
subdwarf dilemma.
4.3 Population Statistics
While characterizing the SLOWMO stars on an individual basis is both necessary and
rewarding as an end goal, the numbers take on more meaning when the population
is examined statistically. In this section I will discuss the characterization of the
SLOWMO sample as a whole. A list of these statistics can be found in Appendix A.
Overall, there are 1906 stars in 1805 systems in the SLOWMO sample. This in-
cludes several new stars and some stars in systems previously unknown to be binaries.
Some of these were found by the RECONS team during the course of checking 2MASS
colors, others are instances where an investigator did not realize the star he or she
discovered had a companion. These new discoveries will be discussed further in §4.4
and §5.1. 560 systems in the SLOWMO sample have photometric distance estimates
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Figure. 4.3 A Comparison of V RIJHK and Trigonometric Parallax distance esti-
mates. Note that the distance to subdwarf candidates is generally overestimated.
that place them within the 25 pc horizon.
The NStars Database currently contains 2635 stars in its census of stars within
25 pc. It is difficult to compare the number of stars in the NStars Database and the
number of stars in this thesis directly, as NStars covers both the northern and the
60
Figure. 4.4 A Comparison BRIJHK and V RIJHK Distance Estimates
southern skies, and includes all proper motion ranges. NStars also effectively requires
a trigonometric parallax for inclusion − 2629 of those 2635 stars have a listed Π. It
is obviously incomplete; not only do the scientists involved in NStars say so, but this
thesis uncovers at least 245 more stars likely to be within 25 pc that do not have a
parallax. (For more details on this number, see §5.2). However, based on the fact
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that virtually all of the stars in the NStars database have a parallax, it is safe to
say that this thesis represents roughly a 10% increase in candidates for nearby stars.
Roughly half of the stars in the NStars database are expected to be in the northern
sky so that figure is probably closer to 20% if only δ < 0 is considered. This ignores
the fact that traditionally, the northern sky has been more heavily observed.
4.4 Multiple Systems
The SLOWMO sample currently contains 1704 single systems, 94 known binary sys-
tems and 7 known triple systems. Using the 101 multiples in 1805 systems, the
multiplicity fraction is ∼6%. This number is low in part because the vast majority
of stars in the SLOWMO sample are red dwarfs, which are multiple less often than
more massive stars. However, approximately 30% of M dwarfs are expected to be in
binaries (Henry 1991), so this number is low even for M dwarfs. This points to the
fact that there are likely to be many undiscovered multiple systems in the SLOWMO
sample
The discrepancy in the SLOWMO sample between expected multiplicity fraction
and calculated multiplicity fraction may also help explain the general underestimation
of BRIJHK photometric distances in comparison to trigonometric distances. The
general trend in nearby astronomy is towards finding less luminous and less massive
stellar and substellar objects, so undoubtedly more SLOWMO objects will be found
to have companions that are thus far undetected.
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The fact that there are 7 known triple systems − 0.4% of all of the systems
in the sample is not particularly remarkable. Astronomers have long known that
stars in multiple systems, including triples, are not “rare”. However, the fact that
many stars in the SLOWMO sample are nearby offers an advantage for studying such
systems. There is one particularly interesting triple system in the sample − that of
LHS4039/LHS4040 and LEHPM6443.
LEHPM6443 is also known as APMPM J2354-3316C, as it is another example
of a star simultaneously and independently discovered. The first examination of its
spectrum was undertaken by Scholz et al. (2004), and the star is classified as an M8.5
dwarf. This system provides an excellent opportunity for studying the evolution of
stars, as it also contains a white dwarf (LHS4040, a DA5+) and therefore allows an age
approximation based on white dwarf cooling theories (Scholz et al. 2004; Monteiro
et al. 2006). The third star in this system is estimated by Scholz et al. (2004) to
be an M4 dwarf. In addition to the advantage of having a white dwarf as one of its
components, this system is a gold mine because the low mass companion LEHPM6443
lies about 96′′ (2200 AU) from the other stars. Scholz et al. (2004) estimate the
separation of LHS4039 and LHS4040 to be 103′′, making follow up observations on
the three components relatively easy. This system does not have a published parallax
as of yet, but RECONS has calculated it to be 0.04380 ± 0.00156, putting the system
at ∼23 pc. Scholz et al. (2004) used spectroscopic and photometric distance estimates
to derive a distance of 21 pc, which highlights the value of these types of estimations,
63




During this research project it has become clear that there are still stars lurking
nearby, waiting to be uncovered because after their initial discovery they have never
been looked at again. Luyten published his first catalog of stars moving faster than
0.5′′/yr in 1955 (Luyten 1955), yet many of these stars and those in his subsequent
catalogs (Luyten 1979, 1980) have been abandoned by astronomers in search of new
discoveries. In fact, it was not until 2002 that the LHS catalog was even systematically
checked for astrometric accuracy by Bakos et al. (2002), revealing that 135 LHS
objects did not even exist! The same has yet to be done for the NLTT catalog. Given
the larger number of stars in the NLTT catalog, one can only imagine what surprises
await upon revisiting the data. This thesis has attempted to put a dent in some of
those uncertainties. Hopefully it will prove to be helpful to astronomers in the future.
In addition to revisiting long neglected stars to reveal nearby treasures, this thesis
may help in the search for even smaller, yet possibly more valuable treasures − namely
planets. The RECONS team is involved in a project called the Astrometric Search
for Planets Encircling Nearby Stars (ASPENS) led by Dave Koerner at Northern
Arizona University that targets all red and white dwarfs within 10 pc in the southern
sky. These data will have applications to possible future high-precision astrometric
(LSST, GAIA, SIM) and planet imaging (TPF, Darwin) missions.
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For a quick summary of statistics of the entire SLOWMO sample, a table has been
provided in Appendix A. However, there were several systems and stars of particular
interest that warrant further discussion here. Finders for these systems can be found
in Appendix C.
5.1 New Common Proper Motion Companions to
Previously Known Stars
LEHPM156B While extracting the JHK photometry for LEHPM156, a star found
by Pokorny et al. (2004), I found a star moving with the same µ (0.575′′/yr) and θ
(122.8◦). This star, dubbed “LEHPM156B”, has RA = 21 17 23.49 and DEC = −41
55 56.58, and is separated from the main component by 46.1′′ at 183.8◦.
LHS 1510B was found by fellow RECONS team member John Subasavage to
have a companion. It is separated from the A component by 3.9′′ at a position angle
of 189.9◦.
LHS 1609B is a star I discovered that is a previously unknown common proper
motion companion to a Luyten star. The B component lies 40.2′′ at 196.6◦ from the
A component.
SCR1523-7714 When comfirming the JHK photometry from 2MASS for LSRJ15231-
7711, a star found by Le´pine (2005), Adric Riedel of the RECONS team found a star
that cannot be called a proper motion companion, but is moving in the same general
direction − 0.831′′/yr at 248.4◦. It is separated from LSRJ15231-7711 by ∼3.1′ at
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∼171◦. This star has been given the name “SCR1523-7714”.
5.2 Stars Previously Unknown to be Within 25 pc
After isolating the SLOWMO stars suspected to be within 25 pc based on the
BRIJHK photometric distance estimates, I cross-checked those against stars with
trigonometric parallaxes. After eliminating all of the stars with Π, I was left with
245 stars previously unknown to be within 25 pc. Although photometric distance
estimates are not as accurate as trigonometric parallaxes, these 245 stars will provide
a much better guide to filling in the missing population of the solar neighborhood
than proper motion surveys alone. According to the figure cited by the Nearby Stars
Database, approximately 2600 stars are currently known to be within 25 pc (Henry
et al. 2003). If the 245 stars determined by the SLOWMO search are confirmed by
trigonometric parallax as being within 25 pc, this means ∼10% increase of the pop-
ulation will have been “found” by this effort (and ∼20% in the southern sky). This
overlooks the fact that some of the original discoverers ran photometric distance esti-
mates themselves, but there are many in the sample who have not had any distance
calculations run on them at all.
Perhaps even more surprising is the fact that the SLOWMO search found five stars
within 10 pc that do not have published parallaxes − LHS1749A, LHS2520, LHS2836,
LHS3295, and SIPS1141-3624. RECONS currently has preliminary parallaxes for
most of these.
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The four LHS stars are remarkable finds considering Luyten first brought these
stars to the attention of astronomers ∼50 years ago. All four now have preliminary
Πtrig determined by RECONS. LHS1749A is the primary component of a system
whose secondary component was found by fellow RECONS member Jao (2004). A and
B are separated by less than 2′′, so the B component did not have enough information
to yield a photometric distance estimate. However, the preliminary Πtrig = 0.05295 ±
0.00319 puts the system at 18.9 pc. LHS2520 has a photometric distance estimate of
8.8 pc. RECONS has a preliminary unpublished Πtrig = 0.09993 ± 0.01073, putting
its true distance at 10.0 pc. Also among RECONS preliminary parallaxes is LHS2836,
with Πtrig = 0.09279 ± 0.00122. For LHS3295, Πtrig = 0.08055 ± 0.00186.
This leaves one star estimated to be within 10 pc that does not have a published
or unpublished parallax: SIPS1141-3624. Deacon et al. (2005a) uncovered SIPS1141-
3624 less than three years ago, and it was simultaneously found by Le´pine (2005)
and published just four months later. Our photometric distance estimate for this star
using BRIJHK puts it at 9.8 pc. SIPS1141-3624 has been added to the parallax
observing lists for RECONS.
All of the stars estimated to be within 10 pc have 11 color relations each, making
them good examples of the strength of our photometric distance estimate relations
when there is ample information about the color of the stars available. Only 37 stars
out of the 245 stars determined to be within 25 pc yet lacking a parallax have less
than 11 color relations using BRIJHK to estimate distances. Seven had under five
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relations for distance estimates, making them suspect. The remainder had seven
or eight and are therefore probably as accurate as they can be, given the inherent
constraints of the technique. It is also worth noting that the 26% average error means
that some stars currently estimated to be between 10 and 12.5 pc may actually be
within 10 pc. This also applies to stars that, at the moment, are suspected to be
beyond 25 pc − they may end up being within 25 pc.
The V RIJHK distance estimates turned up three more stars worthy of note.
LHS1831 is estimated to be at 10.86 pc and does not have a parallax. 2MA0446-1116
is calculated to be just a little farther out, at 11.29 pc and also has no parallax. Our
own SCR1841-4347, estimated to be at 11.88pc is the last of these three stars that
are sure to be added to the parallax program at Cerro Tololo.
5.3 Newly Discovered White Dwarfs
To uncover white dwarfs, I have used a reduced proper motion diagram shown in
Figure 5.1. The RPM diagram is analagous to an H-R diagram, but utilizes proper
motion instead of parallax to estimate a value for HR instead of a true absolute
magnitude. It is based on the relationship
HR = R59F + 5 + 5logµ
where HR represents a pseudo absolute magnitude, µ represents proper motion, and
R59F is R2 as discussed in §3.2.2. It works based on the assumption that the farther
away something is, the slower it will appear to move. This is not always a safe assump-
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tion, as many stars that are nearby are moving at perceived slower proper motions
and vice versa. However, calculations based on this assumption do a remarkable job
of separating white dwarfs and subdwarfs from the main-sequence stars. All objects
falling on the left side of the arbitrary dashed line shown in Figure 5.1 are expected
to be white dwarfs. 62 stars fall into that category. The stars with no R59F or J mag-
nitude cannot be plotted. Of the 62 white dwarfs found using this RPM diagram, 55
have known spectral type, leaving seven new white dwarf candidates revealed by the
SLOWMO efforts: LEHPM1-3726, LEHPM2-79, LEHPM2-224, LHS1107, LHS1575,
LSRJ0527+0019, and NLTT6390. None of these stars currently has V RI photometry
so their distances cannot be evaluated using the V RIJHK relations that are vital
for estimating the distance to a white dwarf.
5.4 Subdwarfs
Although the mean tangential velocity for subdwarf stars is not definitively known,
200 km/s is a generally accepted number, and based on that figure, there are 65
SLOWMO stars meeting that criteria. The distances used to calculate the tangential
velocities were based on Πtrig. If the escape velocity of the galaxy of ∼500 km/s as
calculated by Ruchti et al. (2005) is correct, then the SLOWMO sample includes 8
stars with tangential velocities that may possibly be in excess of that speed. While
SLOWMO is obviously biased towards high proper motion objects, it is still somewhat
surprising to be entertaining the notion that this many objects might just be “passing
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Figure. 5.1 Reduced Proper Motion Diagram for the SLOWMO Sample. The dashed
line represents a somewhat arbitrary dividing line between the subdwarf and white
dwarf populations.
through” our Milky Way. A cut off of ∼800 km/s was adopted for the histogram
showing the tangential velocities for the SLOWMO sample in Figure 5.2, though
there were two stars that may be in excess of that speed. It is hard to say how
many of these are newly determined as subdwarfs because no reliable spectra are
available. It is also worth noting that with only one exception, SCR2352-6124, all of
the SLOWMO stars in the subdwarf candidate sample were originally discovered by
Luyten.
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Figure. 5.2 Vtan for stars in the SLOWMO Sample
5.5 Just Passing Through the Galaxy?
When making Figure 5.2, I discovered that the SLOWMO sample contained what
appeared to be 7 stars just “passing through” the Galaxy, as their tangential velocities
were greater than ∼500 km/s. Upon further investigation, all of these stars had
huge errors on their trigonometric parallax measurements, rendering their calculated
tangential velocities unreliable. However, some of the stars did have small parallaxes
as measured by both Hipparcos and YPC. This may indicate that they are in fact
likely to be at least 100 pc away and therefore may be suitable for further study.
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LHS3847 is a perfect example of this. Based on the weighted mean of the suspicious
trigonometric parallaxes provided by Hipparcos and YPC, I calculated a tangential
velocity of 549 km/s. Although its distance and tangential velocity are both suspect,
it is likely to be at least 100 pc away (YPC and Hipparcos put it at 149 pc) and this
means it is probably moving with a minimum tangential velocity of 368 km/s. This
may not be fast enough to let this K0 star leave our Milky Way, but it is still worth
noting. It is moving with a perceived proper motion of 0.776′′/yr at a position angle
of 128◦.
The other stars that were initially suspected to be moving with tangential veloci-
ties greater than∼500 km/s were LHS1519, LHS1725 and 1726 (a common proper mo-
tion pair), LHS2701 (which SIMBAD describes as a K3 star), LHS2883, and LHS3897.
Given the huge errors on the small (and basically meaningless) parallaxes, the most
one can assume about these stars is that they are possibly beyond 100 pc. Combined
with their high proper motions, these stars may yet be of interest upon further study,
though they are most likely gravitationally bound to our Milky Way. The fact that
a couple of these stars are K type stars and therefore more readily detected than M
dwarfs means that there are undoubtedly more M dwarfs out there which are likely to
be visitors to our spiral arm but have not yet had distances determined and therefore
have not had tangential velocities calculated, a final reminder for me in the process
of creating this work of how little we really know about our stellar neighborhood.
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5.6 Conclusions
Nearby stars must be studied in their own right, but finding and understanding
them will help us understand more about our Universe, including the nearby planets
that are of great interest to everyone, not just astronomers. Nearby stars exhibit
proper motion, which helps single them out as nearby so that follow-up studies to
determine the star’s parallax (and therefore distance from us) can be determined.
Photometric distance estimates often help distinguish stars exhibiting proper motion
that are nearby from those exhibiting proper motion because they are intrinsically
fast movers (e.g. halo stars). The goal of this thesis was to find and study properties
of nearby stars, in order to contribute to the scientific body of work on nearby stars,
as well as contributing to personal goals and the goals of RECONS. The result was a
sample of 1906 stars in 1805 systems, with 560 of those estimated to be within 25 pc.
In order to complete this goal, I reviewed the research of several astronomers,
both past and present, and created a comprehensive sample of stars with 0.5′′ ≤ µ <
1.0′′/yr and with declinations −90◦ to 00◦. The majority of stars in the SLOWMO
sample were discovered by Luyten and Giclas. The range of proper motions and de-
clinations was decided on by the RECONS team and Luyten’s template. BRI, JHK,
proper motions, and parallaxes were all collected in order to determine which stars are
nearby. Much of the data collected for the SLOWMO sample was already available
via a variety of sources, including RECONS. Additionally, new V RI photometry was
obtained for some of the stars, as well as some preliminary Πtrig.
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Upon examining the population statistics for the SLOWMO sample and compar-
ing various methods for estimating distances, it becomes clear why trigonometric par-
allaxes are the most reliable method of determining the distance to a star. BRIJHK
calculations generally underestimated the distance to a star, while analysis using
V RIJHK tended to overestimate distance for a subset of subdwarfs. Yet distance
estimates using other methods are still very useful, as this thesis has demonstrated.
The overall multiplicity fraction was about 6% − much less than expected even
for red dwarfs. This leads me to conclude that many of these systems are multiples
that have not yet been discovered as such.
There were several new nearby stars discovered during the creation of this thesis.
245 stars are estimated to be within 25 pc, yet don’t have parallaxes. Seven new white
dwarf candidates were revealed, and undoubtedly that many subdwarf candidates will
eventually be confirmed spectroscopically.
Upon completing this thesis, it is obvious to me that there is still much to be
discovered by merely dusting off the things astronomers have already found. Luyten
and Giclas uncovered most of the nearby star candidates more than 50 years ago and
many have never been studied again. This is particularly unfortunate as there are
still clearly many gems to be found. LHS 1831 is proof of this − it has a V RIJHK
distance estimate of 10.9 pc and before I began work on the SLOWMO sample, it
was just another Luyten star left to languish in obscurity. Thousands more stars are
expected to be within 25 pc and I am happy to have found a few, but it cannot be
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said often enough that there is still so much to discover in our solar backyard.
It is also obvious to me that data synthesis is still in the stone ages even though
technology is allowing researchers in nearby stars to make many exciting discoveries −
discoveries that are in no way easy to unify into a single cohesive document or list such
as the one I’ve attempted to create here. One of the biggest challenges facing modern
astronomers in the field of nearby stars is this lack of standardization. There is a
wealth of information available to us at our fingertips but searching through papers
about single stars and surveys with different methods and goals seems inefficient.
Ultimately it is up to the astronomers of the present to find a way of incorporating
what we already know with all of the things we are currently learning in a way that
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Statistics at a Glance
SLOWMO Statistics
Total Number of SLOWMO Systems = 1798
Total Number of SLOWMO Stars = 1906
Stars with BRI = 1745 (92%)
Stars with JHK = 1862 (98%)
Stars with BRIJHK = 1741 (91%)
Stars with VRI = 381 (20%)
Stars with VRIJHK = 376 (20%)
Stars with Parallax = 584 (31%)
Stars with Π from YPC = 523 (27%)
Stars with Π from HIP = 414 (22%)
Stars with Π from both YPC and HIP = 375 (20%)
Stars with Π from RECONS = 30 (2%)
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